Grant to
Nahiku Sugar Co.

Lot No. 7 Map 20
Nahiku Maui

Beginning at an obic pool near sea Pali, which is S. 36° 45' E. Line 21 ft. from
Ne. Leeward near mouth of stream of

and running

N. 86° 42' W. (Onc.) 2444 ft. along lot 6 to an obic pool,

N. 66° 02' W. 1446 ft. along lot 5B to an obic pool,

N. 35° 00' 669 ft. along 567A to a pool in

a pile of stones,

N. 25° 31' 1756 ft. along 568 to an obic pool

at sea Pali at headland of

Hanaia stream—Three

along seashore to initial

point, direct bearing and

distance being—

S. 67° 18' W. 1394 ft. and containing—

74.74 Acres, more or less.